1. Introduction

Driven by rapid economic and population growth in the past few decades, cities consume over two-thirds of the world's energy and account for more than 70% of global CO2 emissions (Arup, 2018). The United Nations and International Energy Agency estimate that the continuing urbanization and growth of the world's population is projected to add 2.5 billion people to the urban population and a 70% increase in energy demand by 2050 (United Nations, 2014). The increase in energy consumption will cause more energy-related emissions and water usage, as well as carbon dioxide and pollutant emissions. Cities are looking for a more efficient and less polluting way to meet the increasing energy demand.

Trigeneration or combined cooling, heat and power (CCHP) as a distributed energy generation solution (Darrow et al., 2017) has higher efficiency than conventional energy generation because waste heat can be recovered and used to meet the heating and cooling loads. Besides, the distributed energy generation system is closer to the end-users and hence can avoid energy transmission losses. Recent studies have shown that integrating the CCHP with renewable energy and energy storage device can help to further enhance local power reliability and sustainability performance (e.g. less energy-related emissions and water usage) (Faisal et al., 2018).

Previous research studies evaluated different aspects and system configurations (the combination of technologies) of the distributed CCHP energy system integrated with renewable energy and energy storage (CCHP-RE-ESS). Rastegar et al. (Rastegar and Fotuhi-Firuzabad, 2015) proposed an optimization-based program to determine the optimal operation mode of a residential energy hub consisting of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, combined heat and power, solar panels, and electrical storage system. Rodriguez et al. (Rodríguez et al., 2016) assessed the performance of several designs of hybrid systems composed of solar thermal collectors, photovoltaic panels and natural gas internal combustion engines. A calculation is performed by Brandoni et al. (Brandoni and Renzi, 2015) to illustrate the optimal sizing of a hybrid renewable...
system made up of an electrical solar device and a micro-Combined Heat and Power (CHP).

The results of Shah et al.’s (Shah et al., 2015) research provided guidance for both design and deployment of PV, battery, and CHP hybrid systems in any continental American to reduce consumer costs, while reducing energy- and electricity-related emissions. Maleki et al. (2017) introduced an economic optimization model method for the performance of grid-connected hybrid CHP systems using solar, wind and fuel cell technologies for residential uses. A co-constrained multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm is applied for optimal cost savings of a CCHP system including photovoltaic modules, wind turbines, and solid oxide fuel cells (Soheyl et al., 2016).

Mohammadi et al. (Mohammadi et al., 2017) conducted an energy and exergy analyses for a CCHP cycle comprised of a gas turbine and absorption refrigeration system integrated with wind energy coupled with compressed air energy storage. Balcombe et al., 2015b evaluated the life cycle environmental impact for a microgeneration system combining solar PV, CHP plant and battery storage a household energy demand. Mehrpooya et al. (2017) investigated the process performance of an integrated CCHP plant, which consists of molten carbonate fuel cell, Stirling engine and gas turbine and double-effect LiBr/H2O absorption chiller by sensitivity analysis of the effective parameters.

By and large, few research studies conducted cradle-to-grave life cycle assessment studies on CHP-RE-ESS. The life-cycle assessment (LCA) of CCHP-RE-ESS for commercial building energy supply is scant, especially in the U.S. context (U.S. Department of Energy, 2018; Balcombe et al., 2015b). Besides, the performance and emission of different CCHP-RE-ESS technologies depend on their operation conditions such as ambient temperature, sizes, and part load ratio. For example, the emission of microturbine per kWh of energy generated is a function of ambient temperature and part load ratio as reported by the manufacturers. However, LCA study conducted by Balcombe et al.,2015a, 2015b only consider average emission data and reports case-specific impact results. They failed to show why and how much results vary with different conditions (e.g., energy demand profiles, system component sizes, operating conditions). Compared to conventional LCA, the parametric LCA is more accurate since it reveals how and why impact changes with different operating conditions (Lee and Thomas, 2017).

In this research, a novel distributed CCHP-RE-ESS configuration which consists of microturbines, a heat recovery unit, an adsorption chiller, solar panels, and lithium-ion batteries for different building types and locations is studied and evaluated for different building types at various climate zones. We used a new approach, the parametric cradle-to-grave life cycle assessment to evaluate the environmental and economic impact of the proposed system. The impact results are finally integrated with a multi-objective optimization method, Pareto front, to find the optimal environmental and economic impact trade-offs for different building types at various climate zones. We used MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.) to develop our parametric and optimization evaluation model.

2. Methods

2.1. The system framework configuration

Fig. 1 shows the system configuration of the proposed system versus conventional energy generation. In the US, the conventional energy generation for buildings are comprised of electricity from the central electricity grid and heat from a furnace or boiler (Betz, 2009), cooling demand is met by air conditioner powered by electricity. The CCHP-RE-ESS system is composed of a prime mover, a heat recovery unit, an absorption chiller, a set of renewable energy sources, an energy storage device, and electrical interconnections.

2.2. Goal and Scope

The goal of life cycle assessment (LCA) is to compare the proposed system with various conventional energy generation in terms of economic cost, freshwater consumption, air emissions impacts (i.e., acidification, eutrophication, ecotoxicity, global warming, etc.) for various climatic conditions and building types.

2.3. Functional unit

The functional unit is the annual impact of the energy generation system to meet the energy demand of one foot square of the building (impact per foot square). Since the energy demand profile of buildings in different climate zones varies, we use impact per foot square as the functional unit rather than impact per kWh. The service life of the proposed system is 20 years.

2.4. System boundary

As shown in Fig. 2, our cradle-to-grave LCA for the proposed system mainly includes three stages: (1) hardware manufacturing, (2) operation & maintenance (O & M), and (3) end-of-life treatment. We excluded components related to building electrical interconnections, construction, and operations because these would be similar for the centralized and decentralized systems. We used process-based LCA for most of the stage processes. The economic input-output-based (EIO) methods (Yang et al., 2017) was only for determining the impact during routine maintenance. The U.S. Life Cycle Inventory Database (U.S. Life Cycle Inventory Database, 2012) process-based inventory data was used for on-site power generation and end of life treatment. For product manufacturing, pipeline natural gas, and end-of-life waste disposal, we used the inventory from the EcoInvent 3 database in Simapro 8 (PRe North America Inc, 2017).

For EIO, a new and transparent the United States Environmentally Extended Input-Output Model (USEEIO) (Yang et al., 2017) was adopted. This model melds data on economic transactions between 389 industry sectors with environmental data for these sectors covering water, energy and mineral usage and emissions of greenhouse gases, criteria air pollutants, nutrients and toxics, to build a life cycle model of 385 US goods and services.

For conventional energy generation, the United States uses different types of energy sources. By and large, fossil fuels have dominated the energy mix. The energy-related emissions can also vary due to different energy mixes of each state. The grid emissions data were obtained from the Emissions and Generation Resource Integrated Database (eGRID). We calculated state-level emission information as the inventory of conventional electricity supply. Since eGRID’s emissions are measured at the sources and do not account for losses from transmission and distribution infrastructures. We assumed a 7% transmission loss (Lee, 2017). The emission inventory of different states (involved in this study) for conventional energy is presented in Table S2. We also evaluated the process-based impact for power plant construction and decommissioning via Sinapro 8.

2.5. Life cycle impact inventory

The life cycle emissions inventory includes greenhouse gases (GHGs — CO2, N2O, and CH4), carbon monoxide (CO), ammonia
(NH₃), nitrogen oxides (NOₓ), particulate matter (PM₂.5 and PM₁₀), sulfur dioxide (SO₂), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). We assessed their midpoint life cycle environmental impacts – climate change, acidification, eutrophication, ecotoxicity, ozone depletion and fossil fuel depletion based on TRACI 2.1 (Bare, 2001). The life cycle water consumption was presented in gallons of freshwater used. We normalized the environmental impact to a percentage by dividing the impact by the average impact of a US resident. For the US, total and per-capita year normalization factors have been published for use in the TRACI 2.1 LCIA model (Ryberg et al., 2014) as shown in Table S2. The normalized mid-point impact results are multiplied by the weighting factors to generate a single overall score. We used the environmental impact importance weights developed by the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) technique at the panel event (Ryberg et al., 2014). The weighting factors are tabulated in Table S3.

2.6. Economic life cycle cost

We broke all costs of the proposed system into two main categories: fixed costs and variable costs. Fixed costs are costs that are independent of output, while variable costs are costs that vary with amount of energy required. For the CCHP-RE-ESS, fixed costs include purchase for prime mover, renewable energy, energy storage device, heat recovery unit, absorption chiller, other auxiliary system components, and installation service (Baer et al., 2015). Fixed cost of conventional energy supply consisting of the construction of power generation and transmission infrastructures and is assumed to be included in the electricity and heating service fees. Variable costs of the proposed system include purchase for fuel, operation and maintenance service. Variable costs of the conventional energy system include purchases for electricity and heating. The cost inventory is shown in Table S4. All monetary values are in constant 2019 dollars in net present value over 20 years of system lifetime, at a 7% discount rate. Equations (1) and (2) shows the average annual LCC for conventional and proposed system respectively.

\[
LCC_{CE} = \sum \frac{C_{\text{Electricity}} + C_{\text{Fuel}}}{(1+r)^i} \times 20 \times FA
\]  

(1)

\[
LCC_{CCHP-RE-ESS} = \sum \frac{C_{\text{Oil, Fuel}} + C_{\text{Electricity}} + C_{\text{Fuel}}}{20 \times FA}
\]  

(2)

Where \(i\) stands for \(i\)-th year, LCC is life cycle cost in dollars per
square foot, C is cost in dollars, r is discount rate. FA is the building floor area in square foot.

2.7. System operation and sizing

The microturbine was designed to be a “follow the thermal load (FTL)” model since previous research studies show that systems of this type have lower emissions than following the electrical load of the building (Mago et al., 2009; Mago and Chamra, 2009). To be more specific, microturbine generates more heat than electricity, and “follow the electric load (FEL)” will produce more heat than what can be used by the building. For the system that used only CCHP and FEL, extra electricity comes from the grid. The integration of renewable energy and energy storage can help increase off-grid electricity generation.

Hence, the selection of microturbine size is based on the maximum hourly thermal energy required by the building. The absorption chiller for each building was sized to satisfy the cooling requirement of the building. Sizes of energy storage and solar energy can vary; we plotted the Pareto front to find the optimal size combinations. The maximum energy storage capacity is limited by maximum daily electricity demand and the maximum usable roofing area for solar PV is assumed to be 80 percent of the total roof area.

2.8. Dispatch strategy

The electricity control dispatch strategy for the proposed system, shown in Fig. 3. This is the priority for electricity dispatch: first is the prime mover, second is renewable energy, third is energy storage, and finally the grid in order. If the electricity demand is fulfilled, the remaining energy is stored in the energy storage device if it is not fully charged. The energy stored in the battery will be used during times when there is insufficient electricity generated from the prime mover and renewable energy to match the electrical demand. Due to electrical current and voltage constraints, the battery can only be charged by solar panels. If the battery is fully charged, extra electricity produced is assumed to be wasted. We did not consider net metering in this research since some states in the US had sustainable energy generation rules other than net metering.

2.9. Building energy demand simulation

We used EnergyPlus (U.S. DOE, 2019) to model the building energy consumption for heating, cooling, ventilation, lighting, plug loads, etc. According to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and U.S. DOE, 16 building types represent approximately 70% of the commercial buildings in the U.S. (U.S. DOE and National Renewable Energy Laboratory, 2011). These buildings’ characteristics were modeled into the commercial reference benchmark models developed by DOE. We incorporated the commercial reference benchmark models and TMY3 weather file (Torcellini et al., 2008) to the EnergyPlus simulation software to provide energy demand for different types of buildings (Table S5) at 16 climate zones (Table S6) in the U.S.

The simulation provides hourly-based energy demand data in terms of electricity for appliances and natural gas for heating. Equations (3) and (4) calculate the conventional electrical and thermal energy demand for buildings. Facilities powered by

\[ P_{pm} \text{ --- power from prime mover (kWh)} \]
\[ P_{re} \text{ --- power from renewable energy (kWh)} \]
\[ P_{es} \text{ --- power from energy storage (kWh)} \]
\[ P_{grid} \text{ --- power from grid (kWh)} \]
\[ DE_{load} \text{ --- electrical load demand (kWh)} \]

Note: \( P_{re} \) and \( P_{pm} \) can be zero due to their state.

![Fig. 3. Dispatch strategy.](image-url)
electricity include air conditioning systems, fans, pumps, lights, and other plug loads. The thermal demand for space heating and hot water is met by gas furnace fueled by natural gas. Some types of buildings (e.g. medium office) use electricity to meet part of its heating demand.

\[ E_{CE} = E_{Plug Loads} + E_{Air Conditioning} \]  
\[ Th_{CE} = Th_{Heating} + Th_{Hot Water} \]

Where \( E \) stands for electrical energy (kWh), \( Th \) stands for thermal energy (kWh).

Equations (5) and (6) determine the air conditioning system. In this case, the air conditioning system is substituted by the absorption chiller that can convert heat into cooling power. The amount of heat needed by the absorption chiller is determined using the ratio of the coefficient of performance (COP) of the air conditioner and absorption chiller. The COP of the air conditioning units was assumed to be 3.8, and the COP of a double effect absorption chiller used is 1.42 [51,65] (K.T.E.Co, 2008).

\[ E_{CCCHP-RE-ESS} = E_{Plug Loads} \]
\[ Th_{CCCHP-RE-ESS} = Th_{Heating} + Th_{Hot Water} + \frac{COP_{Air Conditioning}}{COP_{Adsorption Chiller}} E_{Air Conditioning} \]

### 2.10. Parametric framework

To account for nonlinear and varying performances of different components of the proposed CCHP-RE-ESS system, we developed a submodel for three categories of commercially available technologies into the proposed energy generation system: (1) a microturbine for prime mover; (2) lithium-ion batteries for energy storage and (3) solar PVs for renewable energy.

For prime mover, the Capstone air-cooled microturbines (Van Nuyys, Los Angeles) were chosen for this study as they use air-cooling rather than water-cooling [James et al., 2016]. The performance of the microturbine depends on factors such as ambient temperature, altitude, power output ratio. According to a manufacturer's data (Capstone Turbine Corporation, 2009), a higher power output ratio results in higher efficiency and lower emissions. We used multiple non-linear regression to develop a model that can predict fuel consumption and emission for a C200 microturbine-based on manufacture data. Equation (7) shows the objective function of the regression. Due to the lack of pressure data, the equation only estimates the fuel consumption based on ambient temperature and power output ratio under standard atmosphere. The parameter value and objective function are shown in Table S7.

\[ FC_M = \beta_1 (1 - PL) \times \beta_2 \times T \]  
\[ OF = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n-1} \sum \left( \frac{FC_{DA} - FC_{SIM}}{FC_{SIM}} \right)^2} \]

Where \( FC_M \) is the fuel consumption of microturbine (MJ), \( \beta \) is the regression coefficient, \( T \) is ambient temperature (K), \( PL \) is part-load ratio or power output ratio (%). Where \( n \) is the number of data points, and \( FC_{Data} \) and \( FC_{SIM} \) (MJ) are manufacture data and simulation data.

For the solar energy submodule, we incorporated a more accurate and technical rigorous PV performance model that was developed by Sandia National Laboratories [National Technology and Engineering Solutions of Sandia, LLC, 2018]. The model includes 5 components: (1) weather and system design, (2) single module DC output, (3) array DC output, (4) DC to AC conversion and (5) AC output. The final power generation and losses depend on parameters such as temperature, location, array orientation, time, weather, etc. The PV system was designed using polycrystalline silicon PV cells mounted at a 30-degree angle towards the south and a peak power factor of 0.2 kW/m2. The unit size is 1.68 m2 per panel. According to the NABCEP PV resource guide [Brooks and Dunlop, 2012], we assumed 80% of the roof area that has a suitable orientation can be used for mounting modules when room for maintenance, wiring paths, firefighter access (International Fire Code, 2012) and aesthetic considerations are considered. The average power output for each square meter of the usable roof area is 0.2 kW [Brooks and Dunlop, 2012]. We calculated the minimum required distance between PV arrays using a separation factor of 2 from the NABCEP PV resource guide [Brooks and Dunlop, 2012]. The maximum useable roof area for the PV is assumed to be 80% of the total roof area.

For energy storage systems, the Li-ion batteries have been deployed in a wide range of energy-storage applications, ranging from a few kilowatt-hours in residential systems with rooftop photovoltaic arrays to multi-megawatt containerized batteries for the provision of grid-level storage. Hence, we choose the Tesla Powerwall as the energy storage for the proposed system. The energy capacity for each power pack is 210 kWh (AC) with a round-trip efficiency of 90% (International Fire Code, 2012). The maximum power output is 50 kW per power pack. One of the major lithium-ion battery disadvantage for consumer electronics is the aging of lithium-ion batteries in which the power storage and round-trip efficiency are reduced. This depends on the charging and discharging operation and the number of charge-discharge cycles that the battery has undergone. The battery in the proposed system is charged and discharged once per day. According to Tesla Powerwall 2 (2170 cell) warranty, there is a 70% capacity after 10 years [Tesla, 2017]. We assumed EES technologies are replaced entirely for each ten years and the battery performance deteriorates in a linear fashion for 10 years.

### 2.11. Environmental and economic trade-offs

The multi-objective optimization is performed utilizing single score indicators, which can include several normalized and weighted impact categories. Every point represents a situation of energy generation using different sizes of solar PVs and batteries. For each point, there are two objective functions: life cycle single score environmental impact and the life cycle cost in net present value. The meaning of the Pareto front is that elements that are not on the front are never the best choice because there is some element on the front which is better. Moreover, designs that are on the front are the best choice. By considering all of the potential solutions, we can focus on tradeoffs between LCC and LCA.

### 2.12. Variability and uncertainty

Unlike traditional LCA, our parametric LCA framework considers the environmental impact and economic cost based on the hourly variability of the energy dispatch and not on just a single average value for the year. It can explain how and why the result varies with...
system conditions and weather. The environmental and economic impacts depend on energy generation and demand that vary with numerous factors (e.g., weather, building type, sizes, etc.). In addition, the input data can have uncertainty. The single value of each input, such as product price, maintenance cost, emissions was determined from the literature or manufacturer’s guide. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to understand the impacts of variations in key parameters including turbine emission, and prices for EIO-LCA.

For the conventional energy system, we also considered the variation in the energy mix and its influence on the impact reduction of the proposed system. For example, the current energy mix of Arizona is composed of natural gas (42.5%), coal (16.0%), nuclear (26.9%), hydro (6.0%), other renewables (7.8%), whereas the energy mix of Georgia is composed of coal (67%), nuclear (21%), natural gas (10%), and hydro (2%) (EIA, 2019). The difference in the energy mix (emissions) results in a difference in baseline conditions when we compare the impact of the proposed system with conventional energy supply.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Life cycle assessment and costs

By using our parametric framework, we simulated the energy generation and supply of a medium office in Atlanta for the proposed system. The global warming impact and water consumption of a medium office in Atlanta with different sizes of solar and energy storage are shown in Fig. 4. Other impact categories, including acidification, eutrophication, ecotoxicity, ozone depletion, and fossil fuel depletion, are shown in Fig. S1. As shown in Fig. 4, compared to conventional energy generation in Atlanta, Georgia (32 kg CO2 eq per ft2 and 2.59-gal water per ft2), the integrated solar and energy storage system can further decrease the global warming impact by 21–46%, the water consumption by 70%–98%. The proposed system also reduces the acidification and fossil fuel depletion impact by 52–93% and 67–91%, respectively. On the other hand, the ozone depletion, ecotoxicity, and eutrophication impact are higher than conventional energy supply. The ecotoxicity and eutrophication impact increases with solar and battery sizes since the impacts are generated during the product manufacturing stages.

The life cycle cost per functional unit is shown in Fig. 5, the annual average price (electricity, heating, and cooling) for conventional energy supply is about 2.58 dollars per square feet as compared to $8 to $13 for the proposed system. The life cycle cost depends on how many solar panels and battery installed. Unlike most turbines for CCHP in the market, the maintenance cost of Capstone microturbine is just about 0.003 per kWh because of their air bearing technology. The higher marginal cost is useful for policymakers and other stakeholders to implement policy incentives. Admittedly, net metering can help to reduce the cost. However, in this case, selling energy back to the grid is not considered since Georgia Power did not offer a net energy metering tariff currently. Besides, the cost of the conventional energy system also varies with

![Fig. 4. The global warming impact and water consumption of the CCHP system for a medium office in Atlanta. For conventional energy, the global warming impact is 35 CO2 eq per ft2 and water consumption is 8.7 gal per ft2.](image)

![Fig. 5. Life cycle cost of the proposed system for a medium office in Atlanta.](image)
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geospatial conditions.

3.2. Environmental and economic trade-off

As discussed, impacts and costs vary with PVs and batteries sizes. We created a Pareto front to find the optimal systems for hundreds of scenarios (building types and locations). The resulting Pareto front provides an approximation of all efficient solutions which can then be selected for detailed analyses. The Pareto front for Atlanta medium office is shown in Fig. 6. The single score impact first reduces as the cost increases. After reaching its minimum, it starts to increase again which means the renewable system benefits have reached its maximum and increasing sizes will cause more impact because of the impacts of manufacturing. We choose the minimum environmental impact as our optimal solution. The corresponding sizes are 1300 m² of solar panels, 420 kWh battery or two battery packs. The optimal sizes for other system components for different building types and locations are shown in Table S8.

3.3. Power generation

Fig. 7a shows the optimal scenario 14 days’ power generation and energy demand of (from Wednesday, April 25th to Tuesday, May 8th) the proposed system for Atlanta medium office building. Fig. 7b shows the annual power generation from the grid with and without the CCHP-RE-ESS. The energy demand and corresponding generation of weekends are much lower than weekdays (Fig. 7a) since the studied building is an office that has less activity on the weekend. The battery system is charged during the day and discharged at night and before dawn. As shown in both Fig. 7a and b, at the end of April, the building requires a few electricity from the grid, and after April 27th, the building can be completely off-grid until early September. This is because, in summer, the thermal demand is high (heating and cooling), by following thermal load, the electricity from microturbine is enough for daytime demand, and power from PV fully charge the battery. In total, the system can meet more than 90% of electricity demand for the building (turbine: 58%, solar and storage: 34%, and grid: 8%). Detailed system components electricity supply proportions of CCHP-RE-ESS for studied building types and locations are reported in Table S9.

3.4. Building types and location

The optimal US annual per capita environmental LCA single scores and LCC of the proposed system and local conventional energy generation is shown in Figs. 8–9. Fig. 8 shows LCA single scores and LCC of a medium office in different weather zones. The single scores of CCHP-RE-ESS for medium offices are lower than the local conventional energy supply impact score except for Phoenix. There are not very much different for the single scores and cost of the proposed system for the medium office at Atlanta, Chicago, Duluth, and Miami. Phoenix medium office has the highest environmental single score and life cycle cost. According to Fig. 9, for different building types in Atlanta, the large office has the lowest cost and the small office has the lowest single score. Compared to single the score of conventional energy generation, the medium office has the largest benefit by adopting CCHP-RE-ESS (30% reduction in overall impact). On the other hand, the single score of CCHP-RE-ESS for the large office is nearly the same as the score of conventional energy generation. From these results, the majority of the resulting impact and cost for our decentralized system is due to natural gas emissions from the turbine. We also conduct a sensitivity analysis of natural gas consumption and emission. According to the range shown in Figs. 8–9, the final impact can vary by about 20%. For each scenario, the specific environmental impacts under optimal situations are reported in Table S10. The environmental impacts for conventional energy generation in different states are reported in Table S11. Detailed cost proportions (investment, grid electricity, fuel, and maintenance cost) for LCC are reported in Table S12.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we developed a parametric life cycle assessment framework by MATLAB and evaluated the environmental and economic impact of a distributed CCHP-RE-ESS consists of
microturbines, solar PVs, lithium-ion batteries, and other auxiliary system components. We used a multi-objective optimization method, Pareto front, to find the optimal environmental and economic impact trade-off and corresponding solar and battery sizes for different commercial building types at various climate zones. The simulation results showed that the CCHP-RE-ESS and proposed technologies have less life cycle environmental impact compared to conventional power generation. By adopting the proposed system, buildings require much less electricity demand from the grid. For example, it has been shown that the proposed system could help a medium office in Atlanta save 21–46% of global warming impact and 70–98% of water usage at different sizes of solar PVs and lithium-ion batteries. The distributed CCHP-RE-ESS can also stay more than 90% off-grid by following the thermal load of a medium office. One disadvantage of the CCHP-RE-ESS system is the higher life cycle cost compared to the conventional energy supply. From the results, the medium office building can have the largest environmental benefit by adopting the CCHP-RE-ESS.

Besides, the new parametric life cycle assessment framework developed in this research is more accurate compared to the conventional life cycle assessment. The parametric LCA can explain how impacts change with different inputs under various scenarios rather than average values reported by conventional LCA. Future works include parametric models for more technologies such as

![Fig. 7. Power generation for electricity demand of a medium office in Atlanta: (a) 14 days (Wednesday, April 25th to Tuesday, May 8th) electrical power generation of the CCHP-RE-ESS system. (b) Annual electricity from grid (conventional energy generation and CCHP-RE-ESS scenarios).](image-url)
fuel cells as a prime mover, wind energy as a renewable energy source, and compressed air energy storage. Overall, the distributed CCHP-RE-ESS with proposed technologies is a more efficient and environmentally friendly way to meet the increasing urban energy demand. The technologies combination of this study offers a cleaner energy production by reducing the overall life cycle impact.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations and symbols

AC alternating current

AHP analytic hierarchy process

CHP combined heating, and power

CCHP combined cooling, heating, and power

CCHP-RE-ESS combined cooling, heating, and power integrated with renewable and energy storage system

C ($/ft²) cost

COP coefficient of performance

E (kWh) electricity demand

r (%) discount rate

eGrid Emission & Generation Resource Integrated Database

ELCA environmental life cycle assessment

FA (ft²) build floor area

FEL following the electric load

FC (MJ) Fuel Consumption

FEL following the thermal load

LCA life cycle assessment

LCC ($/ft²) life cycle cost

n number of manufacture data

OF objective function

O&M operation and maintenance

OpenEI Open Energy Information

PL part-load ratio

PVs photovoltaics

T (K) ambient temperature

TRACI Tool for Reduction and Assessment of Chemicals and Other Environmental Impacts

Th (kWh) thermal demand

TMY typical meteorological year

β₁ first regression coefficient

β₂ second regression coefficient

Subscripts

CE conventional energy

DT manufacture data

IV investment

M microturbine

SIM simulation data
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